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Jay Burcham
Don Meister

Contributing writers include other
named and unamed individuals,
all owners within the community,
expressing their own viewpoints
in this forum.  Articles without a
byline are presented by the
editorial staff.

Please feel free to participate in
any way, from submitting articles
and/or opinions to volunteering
in some capacity.  Thanks and we
look forward to your input.  Email
us at contact@ttpnewsletter.com.

Do We Need a “Big
Brother” Approach
to Governance?
- Page 2

Resolutions Summary:
-   Page 3

Considerations For The
Resolutions In The
Upcoming Election:
-   Page 4

Members Cast As
Villains: Are Members
Challenging Board
Decisions Really Villains?
- Page 6

Rules Don’t Apply To
Everyone:  Why Have
Rules If They Are
Selectively Imposed?
- Page 7

Ballot Considerations
& Summary- Page 10

Many members of the Kala Point
community are retired and
living on fixed incomes with only
limited opportunities to augment
their income.  So why is the
preceding statement of any concern
to KPOA members as they decide

their vote on the resolutions? Because you will soon be asked to vote
on a Resolution which requires approval of Capital Improvement
Expenditures in excess of $20,000 by the Members.

One of the arguments against the resolution is that the limit should be
based on a percentage of the annual dues in the current year, as
opposed to the fixed amount purposed by the resolution drafters.

Currently the association is allowed to increase the Annual
Assessment up to 15% over the preceding year’s assessment
without requiring Members approval.

Following is an exercise demonstrating the monetary
impact of compounding over a short period of time and the effect it
would have on a percentage limit.

The 2010 regular assessment was $711. If this amount was to be
increased 15% each year for the next five years the regular
assessment for 2015 would be $1,430.  This would be a 100% increase
in your dues (note this is a worst case scenario exercise and is not a
forecast). This exercise illustrates the impact the suggested percent-
age limit would have on the dollar figure assessment you would be
allowed to vote on, going into the future.  This exercise demonstrates
why the drafters chose a fixed dollar figure.

The resolution authors believe that Members should be able
to limit the power and control of the Board when it comes to
imposing financial obligations on our community Members.
The Members are protected with respect to Regular Assessments.
That is not the case for Capital Improvement Assessments for there
are no limitations imposed on the Board.  We believe that $20,000 is
a reasonable figure for now and the future.  You decide.

assessments and the potentialassessments and the potentialassessments and the potentialassessments and the potentialassessments and the potential
effect of compoundingeffect of compoundingeffect of compoundingeffect of compoundingeffect of compounding

How much can you afford to pay
to live in Kala Point?
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Do we need a Do we need a Do we need a Do we need a Do we need a “big brotherbig brotherbig brotherbig brotherbig brother”

This election allows the
Members to have a tiny
voice in how intrusive the
Association, as implemented
by the Board and its
Committees, should be
with respect to imposing
controlling restraints on the
Members and their residential property.
There are at least 258 pages of
documentation, including the Governing
Documents and the associated APPs and Rules and
Regulations, controlling the operation of the
Association, its interaction with the Members and
its authority.  Examination of the documents
reveals that little of the bureaucratic maze is
devoted to establishing Member’s rights.  Most
of it imposes restraints on the Members, some
of them necessary but many of them
over-reaching.
We speak of an Association operating with
democratic principles where the interests of
the Members are represented.  Is this really the
case when approximately 258 pages of rules are
required to operate our  Association?  Why do
we, as a community of responsible adults, need
a heavy handed “big brother” approach
to governance?
The proponents of the four Member
submitted Resolutions believe their passage
will result in a better Association which responds
to Member’s rights and starts to rein in the un-
necessary power the Board and its Committees
exert in controlling the Members.  Please con-
sider what type of community you want and the
potential threat that now exists to your rights and
cost of living in Kala Point.  Consider the
Resolutions.  We recommend you vote YES!

approach to governance?approach to governance?approach to governance?approach to governance?approach to governance?

As we reflect on the closure of another year,
Circle & Square Auto Care is thankful to be a
part of our caring community and all that it has to
offer.

We enjoy living in one of the most beautiful
places in the world. It is a very unique pocket
of the globe, one that offers so much more than
most small communities. We have the water and
mountains, the arts and entertainment - but it is
the people that make it truly home.

This time of year in particular, when the weather
turns cold and the abundance of our gardens are
put to bed until spring, we feel that it is
especially important to reach out to our
neighbors in need.

From now until the end of this year, Circle
& Square Auto Care will donate 10% of all
gift certificates sold to Jefferson County
food banks.

They make easy holiday gifts for all and are a great
way to budget your yearly car maintenance. We
invite you to help us give back to the
community we all love so much.

Reaching out to our NeighborsReaching out to our NeighborsReaching out to our NeighborsReaching out to our NeighborsReaching out to our Neighbors
Circle & Square Auto Care
to Donate 10% of all Gift

Certificates to Food Banks
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RESOLUTIONS SUMMARY

You are being given the opportunity to exercise your right to affect how the KPOA
Association operates.  The following Resolutions were submitted by Members; your
neighbors in Kala Point.  They believe the Resolutions will be beneficial to the community.
Please be informed about the Resolutions and the issues they address.  Then VOTE!

Resolution #2:  Member’s Right to Remove/Alter One Tree per Annum on Their Property.

•  Allows Members to cut or trim one tree each year without Association intervention.
•  Gives Members a small measure of control over their property.
•  Believes Members will act responsibly and not devalue their property.
•  Specter of a clear cut community is a scare tactic without merit.
•  Opposition is really an issue of control over Members.
•  Allows Members to decide how many trees enhance their property’s aesthetic appeal
    and value.

Resolution #3:  Member’s Approval of Capital Improvement Assessments.

•  Capital Improvement Assessments do not now require Member approval
•  Members should approve Capital Improvement Assessments
•  Stated resistance of some Board Directors to Members approving major Capital
   Improvement costs makes this Resolution necessary.
•  Fixed threshold over which approval is required protects Members from losing
    affordable control in later years because of inflation.  (see front page article).
•  Members should enter the approval process at an affordable level for them.

Resolution #4:  Maintenance of Views from Members Residential Lots.

•  Governing documents support right to maintain views.
•  Board refuses to honor that right for second tier properties.
•  Bluff stability is not at jeopardy for specific cases.
•  Only safety considerations should be basis for denials.
•  CC&Rs, if correctly interpreted, essentially provide view easements to owners.

Resolution #5:  Members Must be Owners.

•  Simple statement limiting membership to Owners.
•  Perhaps redundant but good for emphasis and understanding.
•  Members should have ownership commitment to community.
•  No change in current ownership status with respect to membership eligibility.
•  Only minor cost to make change to CC&Rs
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Dear Kala Point Members:
If you have not already,  you will soon cast your
votes for or against four member submitted
resolutions intended to modify our CC&R’s.  These
resolutions are for the purpose of giving
homeowners more control over their own
property without having to get anyone’s approval.
As you may recall, four member resolutions were
submitted in the summer of 2009. Three of those
resolutions were designed to give owners more
freedom to manage trees on their own property,
and the fourth was to not allow the Jefferson
County sheriff to monitor traffic within Kala Point.
The tree resolutions received over 40% yes votes,
and the Sheriff resolution slightly less than 40%.
A super majority  66 2/3% was needed to pass
those resolutions. Prior to that election, the board
and the tree committee voted UNANIMOUSLY
to oppose all four resolutions.
One of this year’s resolutions is to allow
owners to cut ONE  TREE per year without
the approval of anyone.  A second resolution
is to require a member vote on any capital
improvement with an estimated cost over $20,000.
We believe that these resolutions are reasonable
by almost anyone’s standard, but the board and
tree committee again voted UNANIMOUSLY to
oppose those two resolutions as well as the other
two being submitted. It appears as if the board and
tree committee oppose any idea that doesn’t agree
with their idea of how Kala Point should be
governed. How can all of these votes be
unanimous? Is there never any dissent within the
board and tree committee? I believe that they do
not represent a significant portion of the

Considerations for the Resolutions in the Upcoming ElectionConsiderations for the Resolutions in the Upcoming ElectionConsiderations for the Resolutions in the Upcoming ElectionConsiderations for the Resolutions in the Upcoming ElectionConsiderations for the Resolutions in the Upcoming Election
homeowners. How can anyone come to another
conclusion when last year over 40% of the
homeowners voted yes on the three tree
resolutions, but the board and tree committee
voted unanimously to oppose them. This
divergence was noted by the outgoing board
president, but he was ignored.

The board and tree committee have given a
number of weak reasons why the four proposed
resolutions should be defeated. Please look at
those reasons very carefully and ask yourself why
the board and tree committee are so adamantly
against giving you, the homeowner, any power over
your own property or money.  In many ways, these
votes aren’t about trees or budgets, they’re about
POWER and CONTROL.  In spite of the fact that
most homeowners have been responsible citizens,
had successful careers, balanced personal
budgets and made perhaps 100 important
decisions in their lives, they cannot be trusted to
make a decision to remove, if they choose, one
tree per year on their own property or vote on
spending $150,000 or more to expand the
clubhouse.  Of course, the expansion of the
clubhouse could cost much more than $150,000.
Are you willing to give the board a blank check?
You should be aware that two board members
are on record as opposing giving     members a
vote on the clubhouse expansion  because they
believed that the proposed expansion would be
defeated. Is this the representative government
that you want?  This upcoming vote is your oppor-
tunity to send a    message to the board and tree
committee. Please vote “YES” on the four
resolutions.  -Hank Krist

Neighbor-to Neighbor Classified AdsNeighbor-to Neighbor Classified AdsNeighbor-to Neighbor Classified AdsNeighbor-to Neighbor Classified AdsNeighbor-to Neighbor Classified Ads
Kala Point for Rent:
Waterfront Condominium, 3 bedroom, fully
furnished , $950.00 per month. (425) 641-6676
or cell (425) 444-685

Fade, Glare, Privacy & Heat Solution- 3M
Window/ Skylight film blocks UV rays to  protect
your furnishings. Keep your drapes open and let
the sun shine in!  Call 385-3810
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Kala PointKala PointKala PointKala PointKala Point 20112011201120112011

Kala Point Picture Calendars
Just in time for Christmas.

Perfect for the office, home, friends, & relatives.

If you have been trying to think of that perfect gift, think no more.  Available now is a 13
month calendar with some of your favorite pictures in and around Kala Point!  These spectacular
and beautiful photos are all taken by Kala Point resident Doug Lee.

To view photographs of each month in the 2011 calendar go to www.ttpnewsletter.com and
click on the “2011 Kala Point Picture Calendar” link at the bottom of the page.

Number of calendars ordered:   __________    X                              = $ ______________

Number of calendars ordered:   __________    X $3 Shipping each    = $ ______________

Make your check out to KIN and mail to: P.O. Box 816, Port Hadlock, WA  98339.

Total ______________

Place
Your
Order
Now!

Only
$10

I live in Kala Point. Please hand deliver
my order and leave at my front door.

Name  __________________________________

Address   ________________________________

     Email   ______________________

City   ___________________________________

State ______________ Zip  _________________

Order Form

If you live in Kala Point you can select to have your calenders hand delivered and left at your
front door. This will save you the shipping cost.  Just check the box to authorize this special
delivery:

$10 ea or
2 for $18

      Phone  ______________________

Front cover photo of “Winter in Port Townsend” courtesy of Doug Lee
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members cast as villainsmembers cast as villainsmembers cast as villainsmembers cast as villainsmembers cast as villains
Are Members Challenging Board
Decisions Really Villains?

In recent email
c o r r e s p o n d e n c e
Board President Dick
Schulte expressed the
opinion that “We cannot
let the decisions be made
by radical approaches
advocated by Members
with a monetary gain to

be made”.  This reference was to the Cedar View
Group, (CVG), which is challenging recent
decisions by the Board to deny these owners
from exercising their right to maintain their
marine views.

The CVG Members purchased their view
properties for the aesthetic pleasure of
having a scenic water view.  At the time of
purchase the longtime value of the property was a
secondary consideration if it even entered into
the purchasing decision.  But is it wrong,
sometimes as long as twenty years after the
purchase, to be concerned that the inherent value
of the property was declining due to the
unwarranted actions of the Board?  Are Members
bad people just for trying to continue to enjoy
their view and maintain their property’s worth?

What is radical about trying to constrain
the Board from departing from the CC&R’s
provisions?  By proposing a Resolution the
“villains” are trying to focus view path maintenance
decisions on the only valid criteria for denial which
is when a specific case threatens the safety of
individuals and/or property.

Underground Power CableUnderground Power CableUnderground Power CableUnderground Power CableUnderground Power Cable

Over the coming several weeks Puget Sound
Energy subcontractors will be switching
underground   service and feeder connections over
to the newly constructed underground conduit and
vault system built last summer alongside KP streets
and utility easement areas.  Replacement of aging
directly buried power cables is expected to
improve reliability. Recent years have seen
multiple increased and extended outages traced
to failing underground cables.

Most of the work will involve placing
conductors into the new pathways and vaults
comprising the main distribution infrastructure,
affecting mainly traffic, but there will also be a need
to “cut over” the individual cables serving each
home from the old transformer sites to the new
system.  This activity will result in brief service
interruptions of typically only a few minutes, but
possibly longer.

PSE promises to notify impacted individual
homeowners at least 24-hours in advance
of such planned outages, although system rebuild-

ing such as
this can of-
ten result
in unex-
pected dis-
ruptions.  If
you have
concerns,

or perhaps have a critical need for continuing
service, such as medical equipment, you may reach
the PSE Project Managers at 888-471-7339.

Expect brief construction outages
and traffic impacts

Replacement: Next StepsReplacement: Next StepsReplacement: Next StepsReplacement: Next StepsReplacement: Next Steps
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rules donrules donrules donrules donrules don’t apply to everyonet apply to everyonet apply to everyonet apply to everyonet apply to everyone
Why have rules if they are selectively imposed?

The Election Committee developed a
specific   process for the submittal of
Resolutions and for arguments for and
against them.  One of the associated rules was
that the arguments for and against each had to be
limited to 150 words.

The proponents
of the Resolutions
are being held to
submittal of one
argument and the
150 word limit
although this
unnece s s a r i l y
a b b r e v i a t e d
opportunity to
explain the merits
and ramifications
of the Resolutions
severely restricts
the proponent’s
ability to fully in-

form the Members.   A total of one argument for
and one argument against, each limited to the same
number of words is the only FAIR rule.

But FAIR is apparently not a criterion for the
operation of the Association.  According to
the KPOA General Manager two or more
Committees can submit and publish 150 word
arguments concerning a resolution and the
Board is unlimited as to how many words its
argument  contains.  The documented source
of this “rule” is not known but it is another
example of suppressing the rights of the
Members.

The opponents of the Resolutions are
in practice not held to the same 150
word limit.  The Board, acting in opposition,
has the affected Committee(s) prepare an

argument against the Resolution, observing the
150 word limit, which are then presented to the
electorate.  The Committees necessarily present
the Board’s position of opposition since they are
appointed by the Board and act at the Board’s
pleasure.  Then the Board adds its statement against
the Resolution with no imposed limitation on the
number of words it can use.

The proponents are opposed at least two for one.
Is this fair or even beneficial for the education of
the Members?  Does the Board succeed in
suppressing its opponents through disregard for
the rules their Election Committee established?
Is the Board so afraid a good change will creep
through the process that they need every unfair
advantage to prevail?

Do the majority of the Members really support
the self serving, unfair “rules” generated by and
then followed by the Board and its Committees?

Nowhere in the KPOA CC&Rs or Bylaws
is there any procedure requiring that member
resolutions to fellow members undergo board
preview, committee or Town Hall Meeting
ridicule, or legal scrutiny before being voted by
the membership.   This is a recent invention of
board restrictive control.

Nowhere in the
KPOA CC&Rs or
Bylaws is there any
procedure requiring that
member resolutions
to fellow members
undergo board preview,
committee or Town Hall
Meeting r idicule , or
legal scrutiny before
being voted by the
membership.
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From Michelle at EvergreenFrom Michelle at EvergreenFrom Michelle at EvergreenFrom Michelle at EvergreenFrom Michelle at Evergreen
Fitness Center:Fitness Center:Fitness Center:Fitness Center:Fitness Center:
10 Ex10 Ex10 Ex10 Ex10 Exererererercise Rules to Livcise Rules to Livcise Rules to Livcise Rules to Livcise Rules to Live Bye Bye Bye Bye By
(continued):(continued):(continued):(continued):(continued):

Continued on next page

I’m not a fan of rules and tend to want to break
them as soon as I’m told I have to follow them, but
rules do make for a civilized society and they may
be one of the most important parts of your
exercise program.

Without a few rules, we risk exercise anarchy,
failure and frustration. The key is to create rules
that make sense and help you reach your goals
without limiting your ability to be creative and
flexible with your program as needed.

Exercise isn’t always easy, even under the best
circumstances, but what if you could do something
to make it easier? There are a few common rules
that, when followed, can give you the support you
need to make exercise a regular part of your life. 
These rules (1-4 in the November issue) may even
make exercise so much easier, you actually start to
enjoy it.  Imagine that.

5. Think Before You Skip

When it comes time to your workout, there’s a
moment of choice: Will you or won’t you? If you’ve
followed the previous rule, there’s no question
that you’ll at least try. If you’re having trouble de-
ciding, ask yourself:

••••• Will skipping this workout help or
hurt? - You may need to workout to stay on
track or you may genuinely need a day to rest,
recover and come back stronger  

••••• How will I feel?  - You may not want to
workout right at that moment, but how will you
feel later?  Guilty?  Regretful?  Think of that be-
fore you decide

••••• Why am I avoiding exercise?  - Are you
tired?  Or maybe your workouts are boring. 
Figure out what’s standing in your way and how
you can overcome it

6. Recognize Your Excuses

We may talk ourselves out of exercise with ex-
cuses that disguise themselves as reasons, but be-
ing honest with yourself is crucial if you’re going
to start exercising. You may be telling yourself things
that aren’t true which can set you up for failure.
Some examples:

••••• “I’m too tired” - If you did manual labor
all day, you may be physically tired. If you sat all
day, mental fatigue is the culprit and exercise
will give you more energy

••••• “I’m too busy” - Most of us can find a few
minutes each day to exercise. Three 10-minute
workouts are just as effective as a continuous
workout

••••• “I don’t know what to do” - Confusion
is common, but at its heart, exercise is about
movement. Take a walk, do a simple strength
workout or try a structured program; take one
of the excellent classes we have to offer; our
instructors are world class!

7. Listen to Your Body

One of the best benefits of regular exercise is
getting to know your body better. You learn your
limits and what your body is capable of but, too
often, we ignore signals that something’s wrong:

••••• Pain - We often ignore signs of a coming
injury, especially if the pain is intermittent. When
you feel something unusual, stop and try other
activities to work your body in a different way.
Never work through the pain

••••• Fatigue - A workout should give you en-
ergy. If you feel worse as the workout goes on,
that’s a sign you may need to rest
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Continued from previous page

••••• Stress - While there are signs you should
back off, there may also be signs that you really
need a workout. Exercise can help relieve anxi-
ety, depression and stress

8. Find Balance in Your workouts

Many of us have at least one area of fitness we
struggle with or completely avoid. Some do all
cardio and no strength, some do the opposite. Some
workout hard every day, allowing for very few
‘easier’ workouts and others never get out of their
comfort zones. Finding balance means:

••••• Working All Aspects of Fitness - A bal-
anced program includes cardio for the heart,
strength training for the muscles, bones and
joints and stretching/balance training to work
on range of motion and stability

••••• Pushing Yourself...Sometimes - To make
progress, you have to challenge yourself, but too
many hard workouts can backfire. Try a mix of
intensities and training methods to avoid going
too far in one direction and to work all of your
body’s energy systems

9. Embrace Variety

We tend to be creatures of habit and once we find
a program we like, or at least one we can tolerate,
we tend to stick to it like velcro.  What long-term
exercisers know is that doing the same thing for
too long can cause burnout, boredom and injury.
To avoid that:

••••• Change Your Workouts - Every 4-6
weeks change some aspect of your workout. 
Try a new cardio exercise or different strength
moves.  Take a new class or simply do things in
a different order.

••••• Evolve With Your Lifestyle - Allow your
workouts to evolve.  Our lives change, our
needs change and our interests change over time.
There’s nothing wrong with seeking out new
ways to exercise

10. Allow For Failure

You won’t always be perfect at exercise.  There
will be times you skip a workout, maybe times you
stop for weeks on end.  There will be times when
motivation is nowhere to be found, no matter how
hard you try and you may wonder - “What’s wrong
with me?”

We all fail, but that doesn’t mean we’re failures or
that we can’t come back from it:

••••• Get back on track as soon
as you can.  Ease into it and give
yourself time to build back your
strength and endurance, both men-
tally and physically

••••• Forgive yourself - Rather
than waste time on guilt, treat your-
self the way you would a friend in
the same situation

••••• Learn from it - Your failure
is only a bad thing if you keep re-
peating it.  Figure out what went
wrong and plan ways to avoid it in
the future
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#1:  2011 ANNUAL REGULAR ASSESSMENT VOTE NO

•  Vote no, if you want to control your pocket book!

•  Vote no, if you want a more detailed explanation in the reserve funding detail

•  Vote no, if you want to send a message to the board that you are not content
with ever escalating KPOA assessments.

#2:  RIGHT TO ALTER/REMOVE ONE TREE PER ANNUM VOTE YES

•  Vote yes, if you want less Tree Committee Control

•  Vote yes, if you believe you are capable of managing your property with
ONE tree per year.

•  Vote yes, to help reduce excessive tree management supervision/control

#3:  MEMBERS APPROVE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS VOTE YES

•  Vote yes, if you want to approve major capital improvements

•  Vote yes, if you want that approval to occur at a low, fixed dollar level

•  Vote yes, if you do not want to let the Board approve any capital
improvements the Board wants

#4:  MAINTENANCE OF VIEWS FROM MEMBER’S LOTS VOTE YES

•  Vote yes, if you feel  members should be allowed to preserve their views

•  Vote yes, if you feel the Board should comply with the CC&R’s provision

•  Vote yes, if you feel the Board should provide reasons why they deny a
request for view maintenance

#5:  MEMBERS MUST BE OWNERS VOTE YES

•  Vote yes, if you want only owner members that have stake in Kala Point

•  Vote yes, if you want to update our Master Document to match our CCRs

BALLOT SUMMARY AND CONSIDERATIONS
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Weekly Meal Preparation For Seniors. Want An
Easy Way To Enjoy Balanced Meals? Customized
menus, including personalized recipes and grocery
shopping.  Call Heidi’s Taste of Home for a free
consultation! - 360-732-0482.

Continued on next page
Candidates Night

Advertising Disclaimer
 The printing of an article, classified or display advertising
does not necessarily constitute endorsement by       Kala

Point News & Views staff.   Ad space is limited and
acceptance is dependent upon availability of space.

Professional Roofing, Cleaning & Repair: C & M  Roof-
ing has worked for builders & residents in Kala Point for
years. For reroofing, roofing repairs or cleaning of  any
type of roof, call Mike Perillo,  437-7935.

Fade, Glare, Privacy & Heat Solution- 3M Window/
Skylight film blocks UV rays to  protect your furnishings.
Keep your drapes open and let the sun shine in!
Call Window Scapes Inc.  385-3810

Scampi & Halibut’s Seafood Grill - Satisfy your          sea-
food craving. Over 70 delicious items to choose from. Beer
& wine. Get hooked daily. Catch us in Port Hadlock, just for
the halibut! 385-0161.

Furniture Upholstery, Fabrics, Foam and Throw
Pillows! Spruce up your rooms before the houseguests
arrive.  Vintage furniture a specialty.  Call Anne at A Little
Upholstery, 385-1556.

What Lurks Under Your Home? Moisture problems?
Wet crawl space? Make your home healthier, warmer,
cleaner. For a free estimate or more information call
“Clean Space Northwest,” 1-877-698-0260.
Cont. Lic. #IronwbI097kb.

Landscape Disaster Repair offers weeding, pruning,  fer-
tilization, brush removal, hardscape solutions and the cre-
ation of low-maintenance yards.  24 years’ experience.  Call
for information.  Residential disaster repair as well.  You
name it and we probably do it.  360-379-6146

Handyman - Gutter cleaning & drain flushing, retaining
walls, rock gardens, patios, stairs, walkways, hillside
stabilization/planting, concrete repair, & all phases of rot
restoration, home maintenance, repair, and upgrades. Call
Ralph, Toll Free 877-841-1523 or Cell 360-340-6232.

Mail Plus- All your Shipping & Packaging needs! w/
UPS, DHL, FedEx. Notary, custom T-shirts, passport  pho-
tos, pet tags, copies, biz cards, laminating/binding, banners,
friendly service!  Across from QFC in Castle Hill Ctr.   Why
drive all the way to the Post Office? 379-1156

Traveler’s Propane- Are you tired of hauling your
propane tanks and driving your RV to the nearest propane
dispenser?  We deliver!  Homes, Businesses, Campsites,
RV’s, Trailers, B.B.Q’s, and Forklifts.  5-50 gallon cylinders.
Call Lonnie, 360-344-4067 or 360-381-0158.

We Buy or Consign Firearms From Estates, etc-
Bear Arms is a full service arms dealer. We buy, sell or
trade arms plus ammo, accessories, sporting goods, &
military items. In Kivley Ctr, Pt. Hadlock.  385-7658.

The Village Barber- “...Because life’s too short for a
bad haircut!” 741 Ness’ Corner Rd, Port Hadlock. Brad
Garrison Gray & Mike Clark. Tues thru Fri-9-5, Sat-9-4.
Call 385-6865.

Professional Chimney Cleaning & Inspections - No
mess cleaning, lowest fee around, fast & friendly,  inserts,
pellet stoves, woodstoves, minor repairs, chimney caps,
chimney accessories. Call John, 360-769-2344 or email
jev@aol.com.

Westbay Auto Parts -  Over 150 years of combined ex-
perience, our experts can help with automotive         prob-
lems. Come in. We will install wiper blades or refill with
purchase.  8 great locations to help you.  385-3476.

Business & Service DirectoryBusiness & Service DirectoryBusiness & Service DirectoryBusiness & Service DirectoryBusiness & Service Directory

Avalon Hair Design- Gail Dahlman.  Located just out-
side the Kala Point gate at 260 Kala Point Drive.. Call 385-
2640 or email gdahlman@cablespeed.com for an
appointment.

Castle Key Seafood and Steakhouse- Located in the
historic Manresa Castle, with an exciting menu featuring
fresh local seafood & all natural steaks.  Experience great
food, atmosphere, and service. On Saturday nights the
Castle Key features great Live Jazz shows.  379-1990.

ONE MONTH FREE & SENIOR DISCOUNT

THE CUBES (360-379-1166)

KALA POINT RESIDENTS

STORAGE & MINI SHOPS (12 X 15)

63 Julian Street, PT, WA

Marriage & Family Counseling
Presbyterian Counseling Center
www.securetherapy.com/pccpt
Sliding scale fees and insurance
David Eekhoff, LMFT; Info/appt. 379-4849

Welcoming
Staff • Kala Point Joining Special

• Senior Classes & Discount
• NO enrollment fee!

• Sterling Medicare Plan
• FREE CLASSES
• FREE Trial Membership

We’re your neighbor! 385-3036
www.evergreenfitness.net

Your Full Service Fitness Center
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On December 10th you
will have the opportunity
to express your feelings
by voting on the Regular
Assessment for 2011 and
the four Member
submitted Resolutions.

We ask that you vote after examining the issues
carefully.  This is a chance to state that you have the
ability to make rational decisions regarding your
property, you trust your neighbors to be able to do
the same, you believe that the CC&Rs should
continue to be the basis for the Association’s
governance, that the rights of individual Members

vote!  you can make a differencevote!  you can make a differencevote!  you can make a differencevote!  you can make a differencevote!  you can make a difference
should be recognized and granted and the cost of
living in Kala Point should be controlled by the
Members.  Thank you for voting.

Don’t Forget to Vote -  See Ballot Deadlines Below.

Important Member Ballot Choices

BALLOT DEADLINES:
♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  Mailed ballots must arrive to the KPOA Admin
Office no later than NOON on Thursday, Dec 9th.

♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  Hand-delivered ballots must be received by
the KPOA Admin Office no later than NOON on
Friday,  Dec 10th.

♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  ♦  Ballots hand-delivered at the Member
Meeting at the Clubhouse must be received by
1pm Friday,  Dec 10th.


